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Windermere #2 - Acts 3-4 

Reading Questions  

The following reading questions will help you notice important aspects of your reading.  The 
application questions will help you connect your reading to your own life.  But don’t let them get 
in the way of actually reading!  If you don’t have time to write out your answers, just answer 
them in your head and let them guide your reading. 

Remember:  the more you put into this, the more you’ll get out of it! 

Act 3 

1. Why does Lady Windermere almost return to her husband on her own? 

2. Why does Mrs. Erlynne hide when the men come back instead of dealing with them as she 

told Margaret she would? 

3. Why does Mrs. Erlynne claim she brought the fan?  What does this cost her? 

Application Questions:  What does Mrs. Erlynne say to finally convince Margaret to return to her 

house?  Why is this enough to convince Margaret, even though she is still mistaken about her 

husband and Mrs. Erlynne? 
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Act 4 

1. What is the lesson in bitter irony Margaret speaks of at the beginning of Act 4? 

2. How has Windermere become self-deceived about himself, his wife, and Mrs. Erlynne? 

3. Why does Mrs. Erlynne make Margaret promise never to tell her husband what she almost 

did? 

Application Questions:  At the end of the play, Margaret says to her husband, “To shut one’s eyes 

to half of life that one may live securely is as though one blinded oneself that one might walk with 

more safety in a land of pit and precipice.”  What does Margaret mean?  What do her words mean 

for your life?  What does the truth of Margaret’s words require you to change in how you see 

yourself and others?
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